PIANA DI LUCCA, ITALY:
CIRCULARIFOOD

#citytocity #territory #foodstrategy #europe
THE ACTION AND ITS AIMS: In 2018 five municipalities in the Piana di Lucca territory – Capannori, Altopascio, Lucca,
Porcari, and Villa Basilica – cooperated in a participatory process called Circularifood, in order to create an inter-municipal
food strategy.
WHY IT WAS NEEDED: In order to develop, adopt and implement the joint Food Plan for the Piana di Lucca 2019-2023,
the municipalities had to combine resources, competencies and understanding of the needs of their population. The
process followed the municipalities’ signature of the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact (Lucca and Capannori) and was the
first step towards fulfilling their commitment to developing sustainable food systems.
WHO INITIATED IT, WHO IS INVOLVED: The action was led
by the municipality of Capannori. The Circularifood
process, which began in June 2018, involved the mapping
of all active food stakeholders in the territory. Citizens and
groups of interest then participated in a series of 10
workshops and focus groups.
OUTCOME/HOW IT STRENGTHENED COORDINATION:
The participatory process culminated in the creation of an
inter-municipal food strategy and food council for La Piana
di Lucca. The food strategy aims to build integrated policy
on agriculture, social health services, education, the
environment, and territorial and economic planning, that
places the creation of a sustainable local food system at
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the centre of the public action. The food council was marco
created to implement the strategy. It consists of a political
and organisational part, the Assembly of Mayors for Local Food Policies, and a participative part, the Council, made up of
citizens, NGOs and the third sector that meet every six months at the Food Agorà. The municipalities are creating
dedicated offices to coordinate the work.
MORE INFORMATION:
•
Briefing: Inter-Municipal Food Policies Pact, Piana del Cibo
https://pianadelcibo.it/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/english-version.pdf
More experiences and recommendations on multi-stakeholder policy and planning are included in the book Dubbeling,
M., de Zeeuw, H., van Veenhuizen, R. (2011) Cities, Poverty and Food; Multi-stakeholder Policy and Planning in Urban
Agriculture, RUAF Foundation and Practical Action Publishers (https://ruaf.org/assets/2019/11/Cities-Poverty-andFood.pdf).
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